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MAGNIFICATION RATIOS FOR EXPLOSIVE-DRIVEN

by

W. Fickett and Charles L. Mader

‘ —c
ABSTRiCT

_ F- ,.. ,

SHOCKS

Measurement of the particle-velocity history at an explosive.
driven shock in an inert material is often used to qualitatively infer

the v~locity profile in the explosive existing at the time the shock

“T?nterq the iriert. A forward-facing characteristic joins each point of
the explosive profile to a point on the shock path, cutting off related
segments of the profile and path. The magnification ratio at a given

shock position is de:ined as the distance of shock travel into the in-
ert d<vided by the length of the corresponding explosive profile segment.

We have calculated the magnification ratio vs distance of shock
travel, an almost linear function, for several systems. Over the range— WJ

= O to 2“times the length of the HE-it increases f~om (about) 5 to 10 f~r
~m~. PBX9404/aluminum and from 2 to 6 for Comp. B/Plexiglaa.—

i
1

When a block of explosive drives a shock into

an inert plate, the shock history in the plate quali-

tatively images the state profile in the explosive.

Figure 1 is an x-t diagram showing the characteris-

tics and the magnification ratios m and m’ . At

each point on the shock path, the overall magnifica-

tion ratio m is defined aa the distance X of shock

travel into the inert divided by the length of the

segment of the explosive profile cut off by the (+)

characteristic from the shock point. The overall

magnification ratio m has two components: (1) the

refraction of the forward characteristic across the

explosive/inert interface, and (2) the magnification

in the inert itself. The second component is char-

acterized by the local (infinitesimal) magnification

ratio m’ at the shock

m’ = (M- 1)-1

M=(u+c)/U ,

where U is the shock velocity, and u, c, and M are

the particle velocity, sound speed, and Mach number

evaluated immediately behind the

magnification ratio m’ is like

nification ratio m except that

shock . This local

the overall mag-

the profile segment

in question is of infinitesimal length (and of

course lies entirely in the inert); it measures the

local rate at which characteristics overtake the

shock .

For a given explosive/inert pair, and for the

constitutive relations used here, the magnification

ratioa depend on a single variable, the dimension-

less ratio X/L, where L is the length of the explo-

sive. (We assume that the reaction in the explosive

ia instantaneous and that the detonation propagates

at CJ velocity throughout.) Using the computer

codes SIN2 (a Lagrangian meah code) and RICSHAW3 (a

method-of-characteristica code) and the results of
1

an exact solution, we have calculated magnification

ratios aa a function of X/L for the systems listed

in Table I. The

the Appendix.

The results

2. Curies 1 and

ted with the two

constitutive relations are given in

for m and m’ are shown in Fig.

2 compare the same system calcula-

codes SIN and RICSRAW. Curve 3 is

1



m’= Iim(X’/d’)
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Fig. 1. Explosive Comp, B, initiated at X = 0, driving a shock into Plexiglas: characteristic diagram
(from Ref. 1), and definition of the overall and local magnification ratioa m and m’ .

the same as curve 2 except that the aluminum is giv-

en material strength instead of being treated as a

fluid . Here the tail of the elastic rarefaction

overtakes the shock at about X/L = 0.5, where m(X/L)

is discontinuous. We have not determined m for

values of X/L less than 0.5. Curves 2 or 3 and

curve h show the effect of changing the inert.

Curves 4 and 5 show the effect of changing the ex-

plosive, although we caution that the equations of

state used in the exact solution are necessarily of

a special form and not completely realistic.

TABLE I

CALCULATIONS

No Source ExplosiveJ

1 RICSHAW PBX94f)4

2 SIN PBX9404

3 SIN P13x9404

4 SIN PBX9404

5 Exact Comp. B
solution

Inert

Aluminum (fluid)

Aluminum (fluid)

Aluminum (elastic-
plastic)

Plexiglae (fluid)

Plexiglaa (fluid)

the

the

tWo

One imaging ia shown in Fig. 3, which compares

shock-path image of the HE velocity profile with

original. To make the horizontal lengths of the

curves the same, we have divided the shock-path

t

.9
s /’
ij’ 1’ --- 4

# 5

~ -–––––L–

*’I

Lua_L—d
0 1 2

Distance RotioX/L

Fig, 2. Magnification ratioa m (solid lines) and
m’ (dashed lines) for the calculations of
Table I.
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Fig. 3. Shock-path image of the HE profile compared
with the original. From calculation 1.
The point at the end of the shock path
shown ia at X/L =

the magnification
m“ = 6.76.

The conatitutive

Table A-I. The y-law

0.779, and is reduced by
ratio at this point,

valuea of X/L by the magnification ratio at ita ter-

* = 6.76. Note that the imaging introducesminus, m

a slight curvature,

To summarize, the explosive profile image as

read from shock measurements (in turn usually in-

ferred from Initial free-surface velocity measure-

ment) is magnified 5 to 10 times in aluminum and 3

to 6 times in Plexiglas, with the total magnifica-

tion ratio increasing nearly linearly with distance

of shock travel. Of the two main components of the

~snification ratio, the local magnification ratio

in the Inert m’ increaees only slightly with dis-

tance of shock travel; most of the increase in the

overall magnification ratio comes from the inter-

face-refraction component.

APPENDIX

CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS ,

relatione ueed are given in

equation of atate for the ex-

plosive detonation products is

P-(Y-l)Pe ,

where p, p, and e are preaaure, deneity, and energy,

and y is a constant, together with a CJ state de-

fined by the CJ pressure and detonation velocity D,

The Grtineieen equation of atate for the inerts Ie

P -PR(V) +N(e- N(v))

where r is a constant and pH and ~ are the pressure

and energy on the principal Hugoniot implied by the

linear relation

between

U, with

U=c+eu

Hugoniot shock and particle velocttiea U and

constants c and e . Material strength ia

added with the linearly elastic perfectly plastic

model described in Ref. 2. It is specified by a

Lam& constant p and a yield etreaa Yo. The hydroatat

is obtained by a simple correction to the Gt%neieen

equation of state used for the fluid.

The exact solution of calculation 5 is obtained

through a special choice of the equation of state:

a y-law with y = 3 for the explosive, and a more

complicated “Walsh” forml for the inert. A realia-

tic set of parameters for Comp. B ia

TAELE A-I

CONSTITUTIVE RRLATIONSa

Explosives (y-law)

Ply D Y P

PEX9404 1.84 8.8 3 35.6

Comp. B 1.6 8.5 3 28.9

Inerts

P. c s r

Plexiglae 1.18 2.43 1.58 1

Aluminum 2.785 5.328 1.338 2

elaatic constants: Y. = 0.55, u = 25

aUnita: coherent nmwmg-ps set: density in Mgfm=

(- g/cm3), velocity in km/s (= mm/ps), preseure
in GPa (= 0.01 Mb). The elaatic constante Y. and
p both have dimensions of preaeure.

3



P. - 1.714 , 11= 7.991 , y = 2.77 , p = 29.1

The y = 3 equation of state for the exact solution

was obtained from this by changing D and p. in such

a way as to keep the p-u rarefaction locus (includ-

ing the CJ state) essentially unchanged. The Walsh

equation of state for the inert is baeed on eeeen-

tially, the same principal Hugoniot as that in Table

A-I, but haa elightly different rarefaction isen-

tropes, whose p-u 10CL are identical with that of

the Hugoniot.
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